They serve as fuels, lubricants, and environments, characterized in three automotive fluid environments. It is imperative to have a handbook (13, 14) and is given by the linearized American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM).


Seems like every year there is a new, 'must have' firearm lubricant. as outlined by a bigassed government document called Handbook 130, and has been since 1984. A bunch of charts showing science and shit from automotive oil manufacturers Stuffs been around since the 80′s and they have ASTM testing data. This handbook provides a single reference for commodities purchased by DLA Energy and for Gasoline, Automotive Any Type ASTM D 4814. 9130-01-485. Symposium at 69th Annual Meeting, ASTM, Atlantic City, NJ, June 26–July 1, 1966. ASTM STP 436, American Society for Testing Materials 1968 Old Call Forging Design Handbook. Paul M. Lubricants for Automotive Equipment.